The global overexploitation of fish stocks is endangering many marine food webs. 16
Introduction 34
The overexploitation of fish stocks is a global phenomenon that has major impacts on 35 the structure and the functioning of marine ecosystems (Pauly et al. 1998 However, many fisheries only focus on a single service, namely the 46 productivity of the fishery. As a result, the maximum sustainable yield (hereafter 47 MSY), has become the most common management target in world fisheries (Mace 48 2001) . This reference point corresponds to the maximum level of catches that can be 49 harvested from a fish stock while allowing the stock to regenerate. However, MSY 50 targets generally rely on single-species assessments (Larkin 1977) , which in 51 multispecies contexts has been found to deteriorate the structure of marine ecosystems 52 (Walters et al. 2005) . This may in turn have far-reaching consequences on other 53 ecosystem services such as ecosystem regulation and biomass preservation (Bennett 54 et al. 2009 ). The compatibility of yield-maximizing strategies with the principles of 55 ecosystem-based management is thus in question. This issue is particularly pressing 56
given ecological network structures, where harvesting a species can affect other 57 interacting species. 58 after a small disturbance. We investigate the effects of maximizing yield on one of the 109 two interacting species and on the whole community. We explore synergies and trade-110 offs between yield, conservation and resilience that arise from different harvesting 111 strategies. More specifically, we predict: (1) from a conservation point of view, as 112 predator populations limit potential prey yields, yield-maximizing strategies can be 113 expected to deplete predator populations, resulting in a trade-off between yield and 114 conservation objectives. (2) This in turn could affect resilience; in particular, 115 increased prey harvests can be expected to reduce resilience, while the effects of 116 predator harvest remain unclear. Thus, trade-offs are also likely to arise between 117 resilience and yield and to depend on the relative intensities of prey and predator 118 harvest. (3) That given these two trade-off axes, one may only need to sacrifice a little 119 yield compared to MSY targets, to allow a better and more integrative management of 120 marine ecosystems (in line with Pretty Good Yield concepts (Hilborn 2010 
)). 121
Our results indeed highlight a general trade-off between yield and resilience 122 that depends on the relative harvesting intensities of prey and predator species, and 123 suggest that a sensible strategy meeting all three targets usually balances the 124 harvesting between predator and prey species. 125
126

Methods 127
Model 128
To allow for a tractable analysis of relevant management strategies, we consider a 129
simple Lotka-Volterra model of predator-prey dynamics where the two species are 130 harvested (we however consider an additional model with a type II functional 131 response in the Supplementary Material). This model can be written as: 132
where and are the respective densities of the prey and predator species, is the 133 prey intrinsic growth rate, its carrying capacity, is the attack rate of the predator, 134 the efficiency of conversion of prey into predator, and the predator natural 135 mortality rate. Predator and prey species are harvested with a single fishing effort 136 and with respective catchabilities ! and ! . In fisheries, this would mean that a 137 single fleet harvests multiple species at once, which is the case of most fishing fleets 138 such as trawlers. 139
140
Equilibrium 141
At the equilibrium, the variations of densities in time (Eq. (1)) are set to zero. A trivial 142 equilibrium exists where the two populations are extinct. This trivial equilibrium is 143 stable provided the effort remains below the growth rate of the prey species, given its 144 catchability ( < / ! , see Appendix 1 in Supplementary Material). Otherwise, prey 145 population increases when rare. In the single-species equilibrium, the density of the 146 prey is equal to * = (1 − ! / ), while the predator remains extinct. This 147 equilibrium is feasible and stable if the harvesting effort is smaller than the maximum 148 effort the prey can sustain ( < / ! ) and larger than the maximum effort the 149 predator can sustain ( > ( − )/( ! + ! )). This latter limit decreases 150 with predator and prey catchabilities and predator mortality as these parameters 151 undermine predator growth, and increases with the growth rate of the prey. If 152 < , the predator is extinct even in a unharvested system. Finally, a coexistence 153 equilibrium also exists:
This equilibrium is feasible and stable if the harvesting effort is smaller than the 155 maximum effort the predator can sustain ( < (
Eq. (2), prey density positively depends on predator harvest, as harvesting relaxes the 157 top-down control exerted by predators. The density of the predator species is 158 negatively correlated with the intensity of prey and predator harvesting. Thus, 159 harvesting predator populations increases prey density and decreases predator density, 160 while harvesting prey populations only decreases predator density. 161
162
Maximum sustainable yield 163
We now determine the management allowing for maximum sustainable yield (MSY). 164
When both populations are exploited, assuming that individuals of both species are 165 valued equivalently, this strategy satisfies 166
As specific scenarios, we also study simpler situations in which only one of the two 167 species is exploited. In that case, one of the catchabilities is set to zero. If the 168 computed effort leads to the extinction of one of the two species, a new effort is 169 computed for the remaining species. For precise MSY computations, see Appendix 1. 170
171
Resilience 172
We wish to measure how harvesting impacts the resilience of the system, understood 173 as the ability of a system to sustain perturbations (here, small variations of densities 174 around the equilibrium). To do this, we compute the leading eigenvalue ! of the 175 Jacobian matrix at the equilibrium, that is the eigenvalue with the largest real part.
The return time to the equilibrium after a small perturbation is then (Pimm and 177 Lawton 1978, Loeuille 2010): 178
A large return time to the equilibrium suggests a low resilience in the face of 179 perturbations. 180
181
Results
182
Prey harvest 183
We first consider the case in which the prey species is the only harvested species. 184
Increasing harvesting efforts then leads to a decrease in predator density while prey 185 density remains (Eq (2), Fig. 1a ). As predation pressure decreases with reduced 186 predator densities, higher prey yields can be harvested with increased efforts. Prey 187 catches increase linearly until the predator goes to extinction. It follows that to 188 maximize prey yields, it is necessary to first cull predator populations, by increasing 189 the harvesting effort up to the point at which the predator goes extinct. After the 190 extinction of the predator, the effort must be readjusted to /(2 ! ) to reach the (Fig. 1b) . However, close to predator extinction, the resilience of 196 the community shrinks abruptly as the return time to the equilibrium soars. As shown 197
in Appendix 1, this is due to a spiral-to-node bifurcation of the stable equilibrium. 198
Here, resilience and conservation objectives are then aligned. Right after the shift indynamics, yield can only be increased at the expense of resilience, indicating a trade-200 off between these two objectives. 201
202
Predator harvest 203
We now consider the case in which the predator is the only harvested species. 204
Increasing harvesting efforts on predator leads to a decrease in predator density and to 205 an increase in prey density due to diminished top-down control (Eq. (2), Fig. 2a) . 206
Catches can be maximized for efforts twice as small as the effort leading to predator 207 extinction (see Appendix 1). In that case, maximization of fishery productivity is thus 208 a sustainable strategy as it enables the coexistence of the two interacting species. 209
The return time to equilibrium first decreases with increasing efforts, 210 indicating a stabilization of the system (Fig. 2b) . Then after a spiral-to-node 211 bifurcation, the return time rises close to the extinction of the predator, indicating a 212 reduced resilience. Given the resilience profile, an effort exists that maximizes the 213 resilience of the community, hereafter called resilience maximizing yield (RMY) . 214
The harvesting effort at RMY can be above (Fig. 2a-b) or below ( Fig. 2c-d ) 215 the effort at MSY. When the yield-maximizing effort is below the resilience-216 maximizing effort ( Fig. 2a-b) , the resilience at MSY is always higher than the 217 resilience of an unharvested system. On the other hand, when the yield-maximizing 218 effort is above the resilience-maximizing effort ( Fig. 2c-d) , then the MSY-harvested 219 system can be less resilient than the unharvested system (Fig. 2d) . Thus, while MSY 220 harvesting is always sustainable in this case (in the sense that it guarantees 221 coexistence), it can still induce resilience losses. 222
The yield-maximizing policy is more likely to be destabilizing if the predator 223 has a low recovery potential and if its prey is subject to intense intraspecificcompetition. In fact, as shown in Appendix 1, the effort at MSY is above the effort at 225
. This expression tells us that harvesting at 226 MSY a predator with a low maximum growth rate and a high mortality is 227 more likely to destabilize the system. Note also that when the prey growth rate is 228 high, harvesting at MSY is also more likely to be destabilizing. The opposite effects 229 of prey growth rate and prey carrying capacity indicate that if prey populations 230 are subject to intense intraspecific competition (defined by the rate / ), MSY likely 231 destabilizes the system. Understanding the implications of MSY for resilience thereby 232 requires a simultaneous study of predator and prey life-histories. 233
As long as the efforts at MSY and RMY do not coincide, between these 234 efforts, yield cannot be increased without reducing resilience and vice versa. A trade-235 off between yield and resilience therefore exists. Managers that desire more resilient 236 yields may thus choose to depart from the classical MSY strategy and give up some 237 yield to gain resilience, effectively making a compromise between MSY and RMY 238 strategies. 239
240
Simultaneous harvest of predators and prey 241
We now consider the full system as described by Eq. (2). In this case, it is possible to 242 find parameter sets for which maximizing the total yield is compatible with 243 coexistence (Fig. 3 , see also Appendix 1 for detailed analytical explanations). 244
For increasing prey catchabilities, the total maximum yield rises (Fig. 3a , see 245 analytical demonstration in Appendix 1). However, the MSY effort also gets closer to 246 the effort at which the predator population collapses. This underlines the fact that 247 MSY strategies in this multispecies context become increasingly risky from a 248 conservation point of view for high prey catchabilities. 249
On the contrary, for increasing predator catchabilities, the total maximum 250 yield is reduced (Fig. 3c , see analytical demonstration in Appendix 1). Thus, a prey-251 oriented effort is more likely to bring higher maximum yields than a predator-oriented 252 effort. The distances between the MSY effort and the effort at which the predator 253 population collapses are not affected by predator catchabilities. As demonstrated in 254
Appendix 1, increasing predator catchabilities actually decreases extinction risk at 255 MSY. Thus, while a predator-oriented harvest is less productive than a prey-oriented 256 harvest at MSY, it appears to lower the risk of breaking community coexistence, 257 facilitating the conservation objective. There is then a trade-off between a prey-258 oriented harvest with high yields but high risks in terms of conservation and a 259 predator-oriented harvest with lower yields but higher sustainability. 260
When increasing prey catchabilities, the minimum return time to equilibrium 261 is also increased (Fig. 3b) . On the contrary, for increasing predator catchabilities, the 262 minimum return time to equilibrium is slightly reduced (Fig. 3d) . Thus, a predator-263 oriented effort is potentially more resilient than a prey-oriented effort. As a result, a 264 prey-oriented harvest is more likely to be more productive and less resilient than a 265 predator-oriented harvest, which can be less productive but more resilient to 266
perturbations. 267
The relationship between yield and resilience at MSY is illustrated for varying 268 prey and predator catchabilities in Figure 4 . Increasing prey catchability augments the 269 total yield at MSY (Fig. 4a) , while increasing predator catchability reduces the total 270 yield at MSY (Fig. 4b) . As pointed out before, prey-oriented systems are thus more 271 productive than predator-oriented systems at MSY. 272
Effects of varying prey and predator catchabilities on system resilience are 273 however not monotonic. Increasing prey catchability from low values first increases 274 resilience. Likewise, starting from high values, decreasing predator catchability 275 increases resilience. Thus, in a predator-oriented fishery with high predator 276 catchabilities and low prey catchabilities, turning towards a more prey-oriented 277 harvest both increases yield and resilience: there is a synergy between yield and 278 resilience at MSY. For higher prey catchabilities and lower predator catchabilities, the 279 situation is reversed, and a trade-off appears between yield and resilience at MSY: 280 focusing on prey at the expense of predator harvest leads to small increases in yield 281 and strong decreases in resilience. Conversely, in a prey-oriented fishery with high 282 yield and low resilience at MSY, turning towards a more predator-oriented harvest 283 might increase resilience at the expense of yield. 284
These results have direct implications in terms of management. Let us for 285 instance consider a predator-oriented harvest, with a low prey-to-predator catchability 286 ratio. As increasing this ratio can bring higher yield and resilience at MSY, it can be 287 expected to increase up to the point at which the trade-off between yield and 288 resilience appears. The manager then has to decide whether to increase yield at the 289 expense of resilience or not. Note that the trade-off front is quite sharp on Figure 4 . 290 Therefore, past the breaking point, a small increase in yield would induce an 291 important decrease in resilience. A prudent manager could be expected to choose an 292 intermediate ratio, that is a balanced harvesting between prey and predator species. 293
We now move from this view, centered on MSY strategies, to a more global 294 set of strategies that consider all possibilities from MSY to RMY. That is, from a 295 management primarily directed at productivity to one devoted to maintaining system 296 stability. We have shown in Figure 2 that the yield-maximizing and the resilience-297 maximizing equilibria are generally reached for different efforts. In between, it is 298 impossible to increase yield without decreasing resilience, and vice versa. All 299 equilibria between MSY and RMY strategies thus denote a trade-off between yield 300 and resilience. In Figure 5 , we compute all these equilibria for different prey (Fig. 5a)  301 and predator (Fig. 5b) that is associated with a trade-off between a prey-oriented harvest and a predator-313 oriented harvest: for low prey catchabilities or high predator catchabilities, a small 314 yield is associated with a high resilience, while for higher prey catchabilities or lower 315 predator catchabilities, resilience is decreased as the total yield is increased. As this 316 trade-off is concave, at high yields resilience can be highly increased without losing 317 much yield, while at high resilience yields can be highly increased without losing 318 much resilience. 319
Analysis of the Pareto frontier may help to guide the management of the 320 harvested system. Without knowing the preferences of the managers however, it is 321 impossible to define a single optimal strategy. If a manager is only interested in yield, 322 the optimal state would be to maximize catches at the expense of resilience and then 323 put the predator population at risk. This strategy is denoted by the letter A in Figure 5 .This can be done by focusing harvest on prey and harvesting the system at MSY. 325
Now if a manager is only interested in resilience, the best target is a focus on predator 326 to reach RMY (letter C in Figure 5 ). But as the manager can be expected to seek a 327 balance between resilience and yield, he may want to increase yield until resilience 328 losses are acceptable. The breaking point of the Pareto frontier (letter B in Figure 5 ) 329 can then be an optimal solution, which corresponds to focusing harvest on prey and 330 reaching RMY. 331
Most MSY points are not situated on the global Pareto frontier, while all RMY 332 points are. Thus, if we include resilience among the objectives of a fishery, MSY does 333 not appear to be the best-suited harvesting strategy. Consider for instance a system 334 where only the predator is harvested at MSY (Fig. 5a ): to improve both yield and 335 resilience and reach the Pareto frontier, one may slightly increase harvesting pressure 336 on prey and adjust the effort to maximize resilience. But as the point at which MSY 337 and RMY coincide is situated on the frontier, balancing harvest between trophic 338 levels can in any case be considered an optimal strategy. 339
As we show in Appendix 2, our main results are not specific to the linear 340 functional response we use here. We investigated a Rosenzweig-MacArthur model 341 characterized by a non-linear (Holling type II) functional response. Our conclusions 342 regarding the impact of predator harvest or joint prey and predator harvest on 343 resilience are similar in both models (compare Fig. A2b and A2c with Fig. 2 and 3) . 344
Note however that contrary to the linear case, prey harvest can increase resilience (Fig  345 A2a). We also observe similar relationships between yield and resilience (compare 346 Along these lines, we show that when both prey and predator species are 366 harvested, it is possible to implement strategies that conciliate both productivity 367 objectives and the conservation of predators and prey, thus reconciling "resource 368 supply" with ecosystem services that are directly linked with the maintenance of 369 biodiversity (Costanza et al. 1997 ). Such management strategies are consistent with 370 other theoretical analyzes (May et al. 1979, Kar and Ghosh 2013 ). Yet depending on 371 parameters, the MSY effort can still be very close to the extinction effort, so that 372 harvesting becomes risky and any implementation error could lead to species loss. We 373 argue in particular that maximizing total yield is more sustainable with a predatororiented harvest than with a prey-oriented harvest, as the predator extinction risk is 375 lower. 376
377
Focusing harvest on prey increases maximum yields 378
Our results also show that multispecies maximum yields are higher with a 379 prey-oriented harvest than with a predator-oriented harvest, consistently with findings 380 from Beddington and Cooke (1982) . This also is coherent with the assumption that 381 catches decrease with the trophic level (Christensen 1996) . If maintaining all 382 populations is not considered a priority, the solution is again to cull down predator 383 species to maximize prey yields (Yodzis 1994 ). Yet this culling strategy is not 384 considered in depth here as we assume that maintaining coexistence is a prerequisite 385 to any ecosystem-based management strategy. On the other hand, we show that when harvesting at MSY brings the predator 437 species close to extinction, the system abruptly becomes less resilient. Thus, when the 438 predator population is reduced to low levels, then the principle of energy flux does not 439 hold anymore and harvesting the predator species becomes destabilizing. This is 440 coherent with the assumption that predator species are stabilizing (Christensen 1996 
Managing yield and resilience at MSY by balancing predator and prey exploitation 450
By comparing yield and resilience at MSY, we uncover synergies and trade-451 offs between these two services, with important consequences in terms of 452 management. We show that in a predator-oriented mixed fishery, turning towards a 453 more prey-oriented harvest can first increase both yield and resilience at MSY. 454
However, such a strategy eventually leads to increased yield at the expense of 455 resilience, implying a trade-off between these two services. As giving up small yields 456 can bring much resilience, managers can be expected to choose intermediate prey and 457 predator catchabilities, resulting in a balanced harvest between trophic levels. 458
Balancing harvest between trophic levels has recently been advanced as an 459 alternative to the classical selective paradigm in fisheries (Zhou et al. 2010 ). It has 460 notably been shown to improve maximum yields in multispecies fisheries (Garcia et On the contrary, resilience-maximizing policies are always found to be 488 optimal in this multi-objective context. To improve yield without losing much 489 resilience, managers can be expected to focus harvest on prey with low efforts, in 490 order to maximize resilience. In that case, balancing yield and resilience would imply 491 to focus harvest on prey with a low harvesting intensity. This strategy could bring 492 higher yields than a balanced harvesting, without losing much resilience. Therefore, 493 some level of selectivity can also be beneficial if harvesting pressures are reduced. 494 This is coherent with the claim that favoring a targeted exploitation of fish stocks 495 below maximum sustainable yields could be more efficient than a balanced harvest 496 (Froese et al. 2015) . In that sense, maximum sustainable yields can still serve as 497 useful reference points to implement ecosystem-based fisheries management, as long 498 as other objectives are taken into account (Hilborn 2010 and resilience. In particular, the existence of a general trade-off between yield and 510 resilience turns out to be robust when considering a non-linear functional response. 511
Further complexities such as age-or size-structure of the harvested 512 populations could also affect the generality of our conclusions. Resilience losses are 513 for instance known to occur in the context of fisheries-induced disruption of size-514 structure (Rochet and Benoit 2012) . Also in complex food webs with many direct and 515 indirect interactions between species (Bascompte et al. 2005) , the relationship 516 between yield and resilience may be strongly dependent on the structure of the food 517 web. Investigating the relevance of our results for more complex systems such as 518 structured populations or food webs is an interesting challenge for future research. 519
This concerns in particular our finding that a balanced harvesting between predator 520 and prey can reconcile resilience maximization with high yields. 521 
